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Smith & Wesson Revolver Serialization 3 Letter Prefixes AAA - VAR ... on production dates for Smith & Wesson Revolvers with 3 Letter Serial Number Prefixes. Can anyone point me to a website or other source that would allow me to determine the year of manufacture of a .32 S&W Regulation Police. Is there anywhere online where i can research vintage S&W serial numbers? I've acquired an old pocket pistol and was curious as to the age. Seems like a quick internet search is all that's required to match a serial number to a manufacture date. But not Smith & Wesson. I do realize.... I have a S&W Victory model .38 revolver, SN V1478xx. Is there a site that lists the date of manufacture? TIA. I just got back from the local pawn shop and picked up a very used S&W Model 10-7 with a Safariland Klipspringer holster for $125.00. It needs .... Hello, I have a S&W model 17 .22LR with a -4 serial number. It has a target trigger and hammer which the box label indicates were original. It.... I am kind of surprised I can't find a list of Smith & Wesson serial numbers online. I have a Model 27-2, and I have no idea when it was made. Please enter the serial number below:. SMITH WESSION SERIAL NUMBER LOOKUP quote from History of Smith and ... database exists The Standard. smith model 10 serial numbers, smith wesson .... Manufacture Year by Serial Number "K" Frame Revolvers - 1899 to ... See more of Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver - Model 10 on Facebook. Smith and wesson model 29 serial number database. Earlier models have them here s w. If you provide us with your serial number, those of us with a copy of the standard catalog of smith and wesson can look up the approximate date your. The Smith & Wesson Model 10, previously known as the Smith & Wesson .38 Hand Ejector .... Serial numbers for the Military & Police ranged from number 1 in the series to 20,975. Most of the early M&P revolvers chambered in .38 ..... World Guns page · Smith & Wesson Model 10 at the Internet Movie Firearms Database .... Is there a website where I can find out the age of my used S&W revolver by serial number search? I know this exists for other brands (my .... How about my 686-3? Never have checked it either serial is BHC-06XX.. nation of letters and numbers) code in the serial number. Shotguns O/ ..... .38 S&W. 9. 39. 10. 5 .38 Colt. Special. 82. 7. 0. 0 .38 S&W. Special. 25. 0. 2. 0 .38-44. 2. I've got an old S&W snub nosed .38. Right side of barrel: "S. W. SPL. Left side: "SMITH&WESSION". Frame numbers and barrel support match. Thread: How to locate and verify the serial numbers on your S&W revolvers .... smith and wesson revolver serial number database. Sometimes the serial number is here, especially in later models. Earlier models have them here: S&W revolver names before World War II. I've been trying to find out the year of a S&W Model 36(no dash) 38 special, 3” barrel, blue. The serial number is 48J3XX Thanks in advance. 1a8c34a149